Doodle Drawings

Discover how Blizzard characters are brought to life. Learn how to draw your favorite heroes. Fun for all ages and experience levels.
TAUREN

1. Initial square
2. Adding facial features
3. Refining the face
4. Further details
5. Adding hair elements
6. Sketching details
7. Final drawing

World of Warcraft
Orc

1. [Image 1 - Initial circle drawing]
2. [Image 2 - Adding basic shape]
3. [Image 3 - Refining shape]
4. [Image 4 - Sketching facial features]
5. [Image 5 - Adding finer details]
6. [Image 6 - Developing hair style]
7. [Image 7 - Refining facial features]
8. [Image 8 - Final drawing]
Pepe!

1. [Initial sketch of a bird]
2. [Sketching out the head and beak]
3. [Adding the body and legs]
4. [Refining the body and adding details]
5. [Adding wings and feathers]
6. [Outlining the final drawing]
7. [Coloring the bird]
8. [Final colored illustration]
MURLOC

1. Initial circle
2. Add outline of head
3. Draw eyes and mouth
4. Sketch details of face
5. Outline the ears
6. Add horns and spikes
7. Complete the coloring
8. Final colored drawing
BANELING!
PACHIMARI

1. [Drawing step 1]
2. [Drawing step 2]
3. [Drawing step 3]
4. [Drawing step 4]
5. [Drawing step 5]
6. [Drawing step 6]

Overwatch